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Abstract

In this paper, the problems of standardizing procedures and applications for monitoring cameras system control procedures in all vital complexes of the UAE government to address the enormity of evaluating the standardization of monitoring cameras system control procedures in all UAE government vital complexes subject to performance systems in line with international standards. In essence, the report used previous literature review to drive home its point about the region's precarious state of disaster and the need for mitigation measures. The study concludes by proposing a conceptual model for the development of best practices for cameras monitoring system control procedures in all critical UAE government complexes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In last 10 years the United Arab Emirates tends to increase the deployed of surveillance camera which helping in assuring Security and safety procedures and tracking any criminal events everywhere and anytime. In Dubai only there are about 30,000 and about 3000 of them located only in airport (Hilotin, 2013). Also Abu Dhabi interested in deployed the surveillance camera which expressed in the Safety and Security Planning Manual (SSPM) in its 2030 vision (Vision 2030, 2017). There is legislative framework regarding the surveillance camera which regulated by law, a law no 24 of 2008 have obligated the public and private sectors in Dubai, especially the commercial zones to installed a surveillance camera and it provides guidelines for service providers and users in how and when the surveillance camera will be setting (Taylor-Wessing, 2014). For expanding the domain of security and safety to include the residential units and towers, another new law No.10 of 2014 was issued to amend the provision of pervious one no 24 of 2008, which permit owner of those building to install a surveillance camera through allowance period of 3 months (Siassios, and Tamimi, 2014).

The increasing demand for buying surveillance camera, in the same time there is a unified law covers the standard of surveillance camera, resulted in a large market for selling unregulated and substandard surveillance camera system equipment. Although, Telecommunications Regulatory Authority (TRA), is the only agency which give the approval for any telephone, mobile or smart phone to be sold in the UAE market, there is no approval procedures in the term of surveillance camera (Hilotin, 2013).

There are many factors should be considered when installed the surveillance camera system, such as the proper place of camera, lenses type, resolution of the cameras, storage space, and codecs programs, to be more assistance for operators and law enforcement agencies. These factors are not separated from one another but should be complementary to each other according to the purpose of the surveillance camera. For instance, when adding additional camera to an existing system, need more changes in the storage spaces, and also the average of recorded images of each camera (APTA, 2011). The most obstacles that the user face in the surveillance camera system is the technical problems that is reflect the importance of properly installing of these devices to be effective for its purpose, in addition to the lack of standard and clear instruction, especially with rapid changes occurring in the realm of surveillance camera technology (Honovich 2008). Furthermore, surveillance cameras can bring some problems, such as coverage a limited area, malfunction in design system and poor tape quality, incorrect use, lack of maintenance and the absence of responsibility by the users. These technical problems are impeding the effectiveness of surveillance cameras systems, and many of such problems still not addressed or even recognized (Carli, 2008).

The standard gives recommendations for surveillance camera installed for use in security and specifies minimum requirements. It specifies the minimum performance and functional requirements which should be agreed by the customer and installer as well as law enforcement agencies where needed (Frois, 2013). The standard also applies where the system shares detection, triggering, interconnection, control, communication or power supply with another security application such as an intruder alarm system. It does not include requirements for design, planning, installation, testing, operation or maintenance (Qureshi, 2013).
The standard also excludes installation of remotely monitored detector activated camera surveillance. In particular, this standard highlight some of the key features that any good surveillance camera system should provide, such as effective image export capability and an easily re-playable data format, both of which are critical if the pictures may be used as evidence in an investigation(Frois, 2013 and Cumming, 2015). The only way to protect users’ investments and future-proof their surveillance camera systems is to truly embrace open standards, which enhance the innovation and improvement of product quality, also provide flexibility in finding solutions for a wide range of different cameras. Companies that want to survive the consolidation trend and achieve sustainable, profitable growth will need to build standards-based video integration platforms (Lim et al., 2016). Free and uninterrupted access to the underlying code for camera drivers is a real strength of the true open standards approach. In-house or third-party developers can address bugs and issues immediately without needing to rely on a vendor, whose priorities and resources may not always align with users.

The UAE’s National Electronic Security Authority (NESA) is tasked with developing and monitoring the UAE Information Assurance Standards (IAS). The IAS come under the National Information Assurance Framework (NIAF), which itself is part of the Critical Information Infrastructure Protection (CIIP) Policy. The surveillance cameras protocol in extremely difficult especially that the human factor is reinforcing the diversion of some of the scenes and important information to other destinations is a national, affecting the national security Emirates Additional, the large number of monitoring bodies in the UAE, it promotes randomization, so the study made a comparison between NESA and international standards to reach the best results.

Surveillance camera operations are spreading across the world in the private and public sectors. Systems are used to prevent crime, assist in investigating criminal offenses, reduce the need for human resources and increase homeland security protection grids. Legal and professional standards should be implemented to solidify the public’s faith in the ability of government to protect civil liberties as technology evolves(Cumming and Johan, 2015; and Lim et al., 2016). Standards have played virtually no role in digital video security until very recently, but that is quickly changing. At widely varying paces, enterprises are shifting from proprietary, analog video systems to open digital solutions and with that market shift, they are creating an intensified drive for standards. This shift to digital coupled with the introduction of video content analysis or video analytics promises to extend the reach of video beyond security and into the enterprise to provide a rich source of data for business optimization(Qureshi, 2013).

Standards promote interoperability and reduce integration cost(Kim and Park, 2016). Unfortunately, the surveillance camera industry has been slow to adopt standards. With the introduction of feature-rich digital surveillance cameras and encoders, which offer higher resolutions and embedded analytic capabilities, users have benefited from an increased choice of devices and capabilities. A lack of standards, however, has kept some of these devices out of reach. In addition to limiting customer choice, this standards deficiency increases integration costs for solution providers and manufacturers(Webster, 2002). More importantly, it results in opportunity costs that lead to reduced innovation as surveillance camera vendors waste research and development dollars on integration activity instead of focusing efforts on new functionality. The good news is that the video security industry is finally responding and a few attempts at standardization are underway. One such effort is the Physical Security Interoperability Alliance (PSIA), a group of leading physical security industry and IT manufacturers, system integrators and distributors that has come together to promote the interoperability of security devices, and is currently focused on several initiatives.

Another point we should consider, when the state intend to install a new surveillance camera systems, especially for public agencies, there are some important considerations should be taken from city administrators and law enforcement agencies for facing both financial and social challenges. Therefore, good planning, integration and innovation will support and help the law enforcement agencies to avoid these challenges for successful implementation of public surveillance camera control system. Also, Surveillance systems in public places may be lead to a secondary impact, such increasing lawful users’ perceptions of safety and thus their presence in public areas, which in turn will increase and improve the trusteeship of police-community partnerships, and reduce crime (La Vigne et al., 2011). All what mentioned above circulate around the lack of unified standards which importantly required for a good implementation of surveillance systems, therefore, this article will focus on the standards requirements for adding, configuring and managing digital surveillance cameras and encoders, hereafter referred to simply as a digital media device or digital camera (Simonato, 2014 and Piza, 2016).
2. Research Methodology

The main objective is to set a framework for standards of surveillance camera control systems, there is little research in this area, especially in the United Arab Emirates, and there is a need to more understanding of this systems and explore some facts related to this topic. Therefore a qualitative – exploratory research method will employed in this study. The exploratory research is recommended when the objective is to explore an area where little is known, and to develop, refine and test measurement tools and procedures (Kumar, 2011), or to better comprehend the nature of the problem since very few studies might have been conducted in that area. Also, exploratory studies are necessary when some facts are known but more information is needed for developing a viable theoretical framework, especially when knowledge is scant, and a deeper understanding is sought (Sekaran, 2010).

Qualitative research method is a holistic approach that depend on discovery. The qualitative research considered as an effective model which investigate the study problem from the participant's perspective that has actual experiences, and that enable the researcher to reach in-depth details of the particular problem which occur in the natural setting (Williams, C. 2007; Creswell, 2014; Rahi, 2017). The qualitative research, reflecting the ‘exploratory’ philosophical base of the research approach, and in this case the study population and the research problem should be flexible to ensure the freedom necessary to get varied and in-depth data if a situation changed (Kumar, 2011). Whereas, quantitative method is focus in gathering data from large sample and the analysis output is to describe the data not to interpret it (Rahi, 2017). The population sample will be the vital public agencies in United Arab Emirates. The contact person for each of the noted UAE agencies will have to be agreed to submit to a survey. There are two methods of collecting data, questionnaire and interview. Questionnaire is considered as an objective method that collect data from large population, (Harris et al., 2010). Interviews is a suitable methods when a researcher want to gain more and in depth information, but consuming time (Alshenqeeti, 2014). The questionnaire will be suitable for this study where there are a direct questions, clear in the meaning, and oriented for specific respondents. In addition it is rapid and easily method in case of surveying conducting to cover a wide far geographical regions (Paradiset al., 2016). The target population will be the persons who working in public agencies and responsible for the security, control and monitor of surveillance camera system. In other word the individuals whom deal directly with the surveillance camera systems. In the first stage (online survey), the sample comprises all organizations of UAE such as The UAE’s National Electronic Security Authority (NESA), Information Assurance Standards (IAS), National Information Assurance Framework (NIAF) and Critical Information Infrastructure Protection (CIIP) Policy. Along with invitation participation to organizations to decide if they are willing to participate in the research, the questionnaire will be the persons who working in public agencies and responsible for the security, control and monitor of surveillance camera system and citizen of UAE to obtain their opinions in current system, the questionnaire will be attached to ask them for continuing the following interview protocol. The sample will be asked to leave contact information (email or telephone number) for further study if they agree to. In the second stage (face to face interview), an interview protocol will be used to collect data of organizations to see how they evaluate the kind of material they are implementation of surveillance camera system, how this system can be understand to gather information about the integration of surveillance in UAE, to find out how they implement the use of current system in their offices to find out if they have ever used ethical standards. The interview protocol will be developed using the responses from the trends of online survey questionnaire.

3. Research Gaps

While the available empirical research seem to have established some correlation between the implementation of public surveillance systems and crime reduction, it was not clear on what standard requirements on public surveillance systems should adopt. Given the way UAE government has established legal framework that govern the implementation of public surveillance systems, some research gap still exists on what standardization measures are available in the country’s public surveillance system. Research on the specific procedures and application for surveillance cameras control in the country remains scanty, despite the government’s efforts in ensuring that high levels of public safety are guaranteed through surveillance systems. Research has shown that, the quality of surveillance systems is critical in the bid to curb crime using public surveillance system (Gill, 2006; Ratcliffe, & Travis, 2008), and thus with the current lack of empirical evidence on standardization quality of surveillance cameras control system in UAE, there is need for up-to-date research aimed at assessing the standardization quality in the major complexes in the country’s major cities. Moreover, very little empirical evidence is available on the type of surveillance system adopted in the UAE, as well as the guidelines that the government followed in establishing the public surveillance system, especially the location of the cameras.
As such, much of the focus in this study seeks to find out the considerations that UAE’s government has taken in the implementation of public surveillance systems, and compare with what the other countries have been doing. Moreover, the best surveillance camera systems that suit the country would also be a key focus in this study, alongside the technologies that can be leveraged to provide the best surveillance system in the country. Based on these gaps, this study seeks to explore the entire UAE’s public surveillance system where the key considerations of the system design and its quality standards would be the utmost focus in this study.

4. Findings

The conceptual framework is a model developed in a research study based on the research gaps that shows the direction in a research study. With the key focus in this study being to explore the surveillance camera control systems in public agencies for offering the best guidance to United Arab Emirates in surveillance system, and setting the main principles to evaluate the system, in the same time maintain the privacy and fundamental rights for residents, figure 2.1 below illustrates the key areas of focus based on the research questions and objectives that guides the researcher in this study.

Conclusion

As revealed in this review, public surveillance is a critical security component that contributes largely towards controlling of crime. However, researchers agree that the type of public surveillance system based on quality standards largely determine how effective such systems are. Moreover, researchers agree that not only the quality of the surveillance systems is an important consideration, but also the design of the system, how it is integrated in the environment, and the entire design, which altogether contributes significantly towards the success of the system and its ability to prevent crime in an area. While research shows that UAE has established legal framework for public surveillance systems, very little empirical research was available with regards to the quality of its system, the standardization procedures adopted, and the design the government has used in leveraging the public surveillance system. With research from across the world showing that public surveillance systems in some countries like US and UK have experienced significant decline in crime as a result of the availability of surveillance systems in major cities, the quality and design of the surveillance system was pointed out by researchers as an important consideration. This study, therefore seeks to bridge the research gap with regards to UAE’s implementation of public surveillance system in terms of the quality of the systems, its design, and the standardization procedures adopted. In the next paper, a critical analysis of the methodology adopted in the study, where the data collection methods and procedures adopted, and the process of data analysis are presented.
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